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Abstract
Topological excitations in Chern-Simons (CS) gauge theories which describe double-
layer fractional quantum Hall effect are studied. We shall consider generic (m,m, n)
Halperin state. There are two type of solitons; one is vortex type excitation which has
essentially the same structure with quasi-hole excitation in the single-layer case. The
other is nontrivial pseudospin texture which is so-called skyrmion or meron. We shall
first study qualitative properties of solitons in the original CS gauge theory and give
results of numerical calculation. Then by using duality transformation, we derive an
effective theory for topological excitations in the fractional quantum Hall effect. For
spin texture, that theory is nonrelativistic CP1 nonlinear σ-model with a CS gauge
interaction and a Hopf term. Finally, we study quantum mechanical system of multi-
soliton states, retaining only center coordinates of solitons as collective coordinates.
Existence of inter-layer tunneling drasically changes excitation spectrum.
1e-mail address: ikuo@hep1.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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1 Introduction
Study of 2-dimensional electron system in a strong magnetic field is one of the most
interesting topics in the condensed matter physics. Especially in the last few years,
both experimentally and theoretically, existence of topologically stable excitations is
suggested for quantum Hall state (QHS) with internal degrees of freedom like spin
singlet QHS and QHS in double-layer systems. Theoretical study started with QHS at
filling factor ν = 1 by taking into account spin degrees of freedom[1]. It was suggested
that low-energy charged excitation in that system is not a single-body electron but a
topological spin texture with finite size and that excitation has similar structure with
skyrmion in ferromagnet. At present, some experiments support this observation[2].
Somewhat detailed study on the double-layer case is given in Ref.[3] by using lowest
Landau level (LLL) projection in the first-quantization language. Most of studies on
double-layer QHS given so far are restricted to Halperin’s (m,m,m) states.
In this paper, we shall study topological excitations in generic (m,m, n) states in
the framework of the Chern-Simons (CS) gauge theory. In the CS gauge theory for
QH effect, the original fermionic electron is expressed by bosonized electron with odd
number of CS flux quanta attached[4]. QHS is characterized by the coherent conden-
sation of bosonized electron. In the single layer case, there is a topological excitation,
which has a close resemblance to the vortex in the superfluid, and that excitation is
identified with Laughlin’s quasi-hole excitation in the fractional quantum Hall (FQH)
state[5]. In the QHS with an internal symmetry, other topological excitations are
expected which have nontrivial structure in the internal space.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we shall explain models, which
describe FQH effect (FQHE) in double layer (DL) electron systems. In general,
there are two CS gauge fields corresponding to U(1) ⊗ U(1) local symmetry, and
two bosonized electron fields, which represent electrons in upper and lower layers,
respectively. Ground state at specific filling factor has coherent condensation of both
bosonized electron fields. In Sec.3, it is explained that there are essentially two types
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of topological solitons in the models. One is vortex which has nontrivial winding
number for U(1) symmetry corresponding to the simultaneous phase rotation of the
pseudospin up and down bosonized electron fields. The other is meron which has
nontrivial topological structure in the SU(2) internal space of pseudospin. Qualita-
tive study of the topological solitons and numerical solutions to field equations are
given. In Sec.4, an effective field theory for topological excitations is derived by using
duality transformation. We first decompose bosonized electron fields into amplitude
or density, common U(1) phase factor and CP 1 variable. Lowest Landau level condi-
tion is obtained explicitly, which determines deviation of charge density in terms of
topological currents of vortex and meron. Pseudospin CP 1 part of the effective field
theory is a CP 1 nonlinear σ-model interacting with a CS gauge field and with a Hopf
term. In Sec.5, quantum mechanics of solitons is discussed. Only center coordinates
of them are taken into account as collective coordinates. Effect of inter-layer tunnel-
ing is considered. Single meron cannot exist with finite energy. Spectrum of meron
pair is studied. Section 6 is devoted for discussion and conclusion.
2 Models
Lagrangian of the model is given as follows,
Lψ = −ψ¯↑(∂0 − ia+0 − ia−0 )ψ↑ − ψ¯↓(∂0 − ia+0 + ia−0 )ψ↓
− 1
2M
∑
σ=↑,↓
|Dσj ψσ|2 − V [ψσ], (2.1)
LCS = LCS(a+µ ) + LCS(a−µ )
= − i
4
ǫµνλ
(1
p
a+µ ∂νa
+
λ +
1
q
a−µ ∂νa
−
λ
)
, (2.2)
where ψσ (σ = 1, 2 or ↑, ↓) is the bosonized electron fields in upper and lower layers,
respectively, M is the mass of electrons and p and q are parameters. Greek indices
take 0, 1 and 2, while roman indices take 1 and 2. ǫµνλ is the antisymmetric tensor
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and the covariant derivative is defined as
D↑↓j = ∂j − ia+j ∓ ia−j + ieAj , (2.3)
where external magnetic field is directed to the z-axis and in the symmetric Coulomb
gauge Aj = −B2 ǫjkxk. V [ψσ] is interaction term between electrons like the Coulomb
repulsion and short-range four-body interaction, e.g.,
g1
(
|ψ↑|4 + |ψ↓|4
)
+ g2|ψ↑ψ↓|2, etc. (2.4)
Chern-Simons constraints are obtained by differentiating the Lagrangian with respect
to a±0
ǫij∂ia
+
j = 2pΨ¯Ψ
ǫij∂ia
−
j = 2qΨ¯σ3Ψ
Ψ = (ψ↑ ψ↓)
t, (2.5)
where ǫij = ǫ0ij . As we shall see, (p+ q) must be an odd integer times π and (p− q)
must be an integer times π for the original electrons to be fermionic.
Partition function in the imaginary-time formalism is given as
Z =
∫
[Dψ¯DψDa] exp{
∫
dτd2x(Lψ + LCS)}. (2.6)
The Lagrangian L = Lψ +LCS is invariant under U(1)⊗U(1) gauge transformation,
Ψ → eiθ1+iθ2σ3Ψ
a+µ → a+µ + ∂µθ1 (2.7)
a−µ → a−µ + ∂µθ2.
Ground state for fractional quantum Hall effect is given by the following field
configuration,
ψ↑,0 =
√
ρ¯↑ =
√
ρ¯/2,
4
ψ↓,0 =
√
ρ¯↓ =
√
ρ¯/2,
eB = ǫij∂ia
+
j,0 = 2pρ¯, ǫij∂ia
−
j,0 = 0, a
+
j,0 = eAj, (2.8)
ν =
2πρ¯
eB
=
π
p
, (2.9)
where ρ¯ is the average electron density. It is easily verified that the above static
configuration is a solution to the field equations if and only if the filling factor ν has
specific values given by (2.9).
One may think that there is a massless mode, because the configuration (2.8)
breakes the U(1)⊗ U(1) symmetry. However, these massless modes are eaten by the
CS gauge fields and the CS gauge fields acquire mass term by the Higgs mechanism.
This is important, because QHS must be incompressible and there must be no gapless
modes.
It is not so difficult to show that the above ground state (2.8) corresponds to the
following Halperin’s (m,m, n) state[6] in the first-quantization language[7];
ΨG(z
↑; z↓) =
∏
i<j
(z↑i − z↑j )m
∏
i<j
(z↓i − z↓j )m
∏
i,j
(z↑i − z↓j )n
× exp
(
− eB
4
(
∑ |z↑i |2 +∑ |z↓i |2)), (2.10)
where m = 1
pi
(p + q) and n = 1
pi
(p − q). For the specific case m = n, one can set
a−j = 0 and only the single CS gauge field remains.
3 Solitons and numerical calculations
In this section, we shall study topological solitons in the CS gauge theory (2.1) and
(2.2). We first assume the following specific form of the potential between bosonized
electrons;
V [ψσ] =
p
M
(
Ψ¯Ψ
)2
+
q
M
(
Ψ¯σ3Ψ
)2
+W [ψσ], (3.1)
where W [ψσ] represents long-range inter-layer and intra-layer Coulomb repulsions.
It is argued that the above short-range repulsion is required in order to retain the
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Pauli exclusion principle in the bosonization of fermionic field[8]. In the present case,
field equation to be solved becomes very simple with this term as we shall see. It
is expected, however, that the existence of this term influences behavior of solutions
only near the center of them.
It is easily verified that the following modified Bogomol’nyi decomposition holds,
∑
σ
|Dσj ψσ|2 =
∑
σ
|(Dσ1 − iDσ2 )ψσ|2 +
∑
σ
ǫjk∂j [ψ¯iD
σ
kψσ]
− ǫij∂i(a+j − eAj)
(
Ψ¯Ψ
)
− ǫij∂ia−j
(
Ψ¯σ3Ψ
)
. (3.2)
By using the CS constraints (2.5) and (3.1), Hamiltonian (in the real-time formalism)
is given as
H = 1
2M
∑
σ
|(Dσ1 − iDσ2 )ψσ|2 +
ωc
2
(
Ψ¯Ψ
)
+W [ψσ], (3.3)
where ωc = eB/M . If we treat the Coulomb interaction as a perturbation, the lowest-
energy configurations satisfy the following “self-dual” equations,
(D↑1 − iD↑2)ψ↑ = 0, (D↓1 − iD↓2)ψ↓ = 0. (3.4)
Actually, (3.4) is nothing but the lowest Landau level condition, and there are many
solutions to (3.4). This degeneracy is solved by the Coulomb interaction, and the
ground state is the uniform configuration (2.8).
We are going to seek topological soliton solutions to the self-dual equation (3.4).
In this section, we are interested in single soliton configurations. Therefore, we pa-
rameterize the fields as
ψ↑ =
√
ρ¯ exp
(
u1(r) + in1θ(x)
)
,
ψ↓ =
√
ρ¯ exp
(
u2(r) + in2θ(x)
)
, (3.5)
where r = |~x|, θ(x) is the azimuthal function θ(x) = arctan
(
x2
x1
)
, and n1 and n2 are
integers which label topological solitons. By substituting (3.5) into (3.4), we have
a+k + a
−
k − eAk = n1∂kθ − ǫkl∂lu1,
a+k − a−k − eAk = n2∂kθ − ǫkl∂lu2. (3.6)
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By differentiating Eq.(3.6) and using the CS constraint (2.5), we have the following
Toda-type equations for ui(r) (i = 1, 2),
d2ui
dλ2
+
1
λ
dui
dλ
+ ni
δ(λ)
λ
+ 2− 2∑
j
Kije
2uj = 0, (3.7)
λ =
√
pρ¯ · r = r√
2l0
, K =
1
p

 p+ q p− q
p− q p+ q

 , (3.8)
where l0 is the magnetic length l0 = 1/
√
eB. It is obvious that u1(r) and u2(r) couple
with each other nontrivially unless p = q.
It is useful to rewrite (3.7) by introducing vi(λ) ≡ ui(λ) + ni lnλ as follows;
( d2
dλ2
+
1
λ
d
dλ
)
vi + 2− 2
∑
j
Kije
2vjλ−2nj = 0, (3.9)
where we have used the identity
( d2
dλ2
+
1
λ
d
dλ
)
lnλ =
δ(λ)
λ
. (3.10)
In terms of vi(λ),
ψ↑ =
√
ρ¯ exp
(
v1(λ)− n1 lnλ+ in1θ(x)
)
,
ψ↓ =
√
ρ¯ exp
(
v2(λ)− n2 lnλ+ in2θ(x)
)
. (3.11)
From (3.11), it is obvious that the integers ni must be nonpositive, ni = 0,−1,−2, ...,
for single-valuedness and regularity of solution at the center of soliton, and vi(λ)’s are
regular functions. On the other hand, boundary condition at the infinity is given as
lim
λ→∞
eui(λ) =
1√
2
, (3.12)
which guarantees that at sufficiently far from the soliton, amplitude of solution is
equal to that of the ground state.
Before going into detailed study of the numerical calculation, let us examine qual-
itative properties of solitons. There are essentially two types of topological solitons.
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The first one has a nontrivial winding number for U(1) symmetry of simultaneous
phase rotation of the both up and down bosonized electron fields. This soliton corre-
sponds to the (n1, n2) = (−1,−1) in (3.5), and has trivial structure for the pseudospin
internal space. We shall call this soliton vortex. As we shall show in the numerical
calculation, behavior of this soliton is very similar to the vortex in the single-layer
system. The other ones are pseudospin texture and correspond to the (−1, 0) and
(0,−1) in (3.5). Functions u1(λ) and u2(λ) for (−1, 0) behave as
u1(λ) ∼ lnλ, u2(λ) ∼ const., for λ→ 0,
u1(λ) = u2(λ) ∼ − ln
√
2, for λ→∞, (3.13)
and similarly for the (0,−1). It is useful to introduce “pseudospin operator” ~m(x) as
usual by1,
~m = Ψ¯~σΨ. (3.14)
From (3.13), it is obvious for the (−1, 0) meron
~m(x) ∼ −zˆ, as ~x→ 0,
~m(x) ∼ cos θ(x) · xˆ+ sin θ(x) · yˆ, as |~x| → ∞, (3.15)
where xˆ, etc., are unit vectors in the x, y and z directions. Picture of the above
configuration of ~m(x) is given in Fig.1. Similar picture is obtained for (0,−1) soliton;
~m(x) ∼ zˆ, as ~x→ 0,
~m(x) ∼ cos θ(x) · xˆ− sin θ(x) · yˆ, as |~x| → ∞. (3.16)
It is obvious that they have fractional winding number in the O(3)-pseudospin space,
and we call them meron. A pair of (−1, 0) and (0,−1) merons form a skyrmion with
unit topological number.2
1 ~m(x) is not invariant under transformation (2.7). But under regular gauge transformation,
topological structure of ~m(x) is invariant. Gauge-invariant definition of the topological charge will
be given in Sec.4.
2More precisely, we should introduce pseudospin operator with unit length mˆ ≡ ~m/|~m|. Then,
topological charge density is given as q(x) = 1
8pi ǫijmˆ · [∂imˆ× ∂jmˆ].
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Let us introduce a couple of quantities; soliton charge Q is defined as
Q ≡
∫
d2x
(
Ψ¯Ψ− Ψ¯0Ψ0
)
=
∫
d2x
1
2p
(ǫij∂ia
+
j − ǫij∂ia+j,0)
=
1
2p
∮
dxj(a+j − a+j,0)
≡ Φcs
2p
, (3.17)
where Ψ0 etc., is the quantities of the ground state given by (2.8), and Φcs is the total
CS flux of soliton. The electric charge QE is QE = −eQ. Similarly we define
Φ¯cs ≡
∮
dxj a−j
Q¯ ≡ Φ¯cs
2q
. (3.18)
Total angular momentum is given by
J =
∫
d2xǫijxiPj , (3.19)
Pj = 1
2i
[{
ψ¯↑D
↑
jψ↑ − D¯↑j ψ¯↑ · ψ↑
}
+
{
ψ¯↓D
↓
jψ↓ − D¯↓j ψ¯↓ · ψ↓
}]
. (3.20)
It is useful to decompose the angular momentum as J = U + V ,
U =
1
2i
ǫij
∑
σ
∫
d2x xi(ψ¯σ∂jψσ − ∂jψ¯σψσ),
V = −ǫij
∫
d2x xi
(
a+j Ψ¯Ψ− a−j Ψ¯σ3Ψ
)
. (3.21)
The CS constraint (2.5) is solved in the Coulomb gauge as follows,
a+j (x) = −
p
π
ǫjk
∫
d2y
(x− y)k
|~x− ~y|2 · Ψ¯Ψ(y),
a−j (x) = −
q
π
ǫjk
∫
d2y
(x− y)k
|~x− ~y|2 · Ψ¯σ3Ψ(y). (3.22)
From (3.22),
V = − p
2π
{ ∫
d2xΨ¯Ψ
}2 − q
2π
{ ∫
d2xΨ¯σ3Ψ
}2
. (3.23)
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On the other hand for U , from (3.5) and (3.6)
U =
∑
σ
nσ
∫
d2x |ψσ|2. (3.24)
Total angular momentum of soliton, J(soliton), is naturally defined as
J(soliton) = J [ψσ]− J [ψσ,0 =
√
ρ¯/2]
=
∑
σ
nσ
∫
d2x|ψσ|2 − p
2π
[{ ∫
d2x Ψ¯Ψ
}2 − { ∫ d2x Ψ¯0Ψ0}2]
− q
2π
[{ ∫
d2x Ψ¯σ3Ψ
}2 − { ∫ d2x Ψ¯0σ3Ψ0}2]. (3.25)
Similarly, energy of soliton is given as
E =
∫
d2x
{ 1
2M
∑
σ
|(Dσ1 − iDσ2 )ψσ|2 +
ωc
2
Ψ¯Ψ +W [ψσ]
}
−
∫
d2x
{ωc
2
Ψ¯0Ψ0 +W [ψσ,0]
}
=
∫
d2x
{
W [ψσ]−W [ψσ,0]
}
, (3.26)
where we have used the self-dual equation (3.4) and the fact that the total number of
electrons is conserved. For general configuration ψˆσ(r)e
inσθ of the winding numbers
(n1, n2) and the CS gauge fields of the following form
a±k = ∂kθ · a±(r), a↑↓k = a+k ± a−k = ∂kθ · a↑↓(r), (3.27)
the energy is explicitly given as
E = 2π
∫
dr
r
[ 1
2M
∑
σ
{(
r
dψˆσ
dr
)2 − 2r(aσ − eB
2
r2 − nσ)ψˆσ
(dψˆσ
dr
)
+(aσ − eB
2
r2 − nσ)2(ψˆσ)2
}
+
ωc
2
r2(
¯ˆ
ΨΨˆ− Ψ¯0Ψ0) + r2
(
W [ψˆσ]−W [ψˆσ,0]
)]
.
Therefore, for energy to be finite, the CS gauge fields must satisfy3
lim
r→∞ a
+(r) =
eB
2
r2 +
1
2
(n1 + n2),
lim
r→∞ a
−(r) =
1
2
(n1 − n2). (3.28)
3For the (m,m,m) state, there is only single CS gauge field a+µ and a
−
µ = 0. Then, merons have
logarithmically divergent energy[3].
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From (3.28),
Q =
π
p
(n1 + n2
2
)
, Q¯ =
∫
d2x
(
Ψ¯σ3Ψ− Ψ¯0σ3Ψ0
)
=
π
q
(n1 − n2
2
)
,
J(soliton) =
1
2
{π
p
(n1 + n2
2
)2
+
π
q
(n1 − n2
2
)2}
. (3.29)
The above J(soliton) should be interpreted as spin of solitons, S. On the other hand,
statistical parameter of soliton α(soliton) is given as follows by the argument of the
Aharonov-Bohm effect,
α(soliton) = α+ + α−,
α+ = −QΦcs
2
= −pQ2,
α− = −Q¯Φ¯cs
2
= −qQ¯2. (3.30)
Therefore, the spin-statistics relation, S = − 1
2pi
α, holds generally for solitons in the
present system. Actually, it is obvious from the above consideration that there are
two CS gauge fields, a+µ and a
−
µ , in the present model and they contribute to both spin
and statistics additively. This result is rederived in later discussion in Sec.4 which is
based on an effective theory of solitons.
Let us turn to the numerical solutions to the field equations (3.9). For example
for the (−1,−1) vortex, asymptotic solution near the center of soliton is obtained as
vi(λ) ∼ βi − λ
2
2
, (3.31)
where βi’s are parameters to be determined by the boundary condition at spatial
infinity. Similar asymptotic solutions are obtained for general (n1, n2). Using these
asymptotic solutions, we obtain numerical solutions.
In the DL FQHE, there are more than one QHS’s at the same filling factor.
Actually as we showed in Sec.2, the present CS gauge theory describes QHS at ν =
π/p, which is independent of the parameter q. The value of q is determined by the inter
and intra-layer Coulomb interactions W [ψσ], which depend on inter-layer distance d.
For each d, some specific Halperin state is a good variational wave function.
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As an example, we shall consider the case ν = 2
5
, and at this filling fraction,
Halperin’s states (3, 3, 2), (5, 5, 0) and (1, 1, 4) are possible candidates for the QHS.
From (2.10), it is obvious that the state (5, 5, 0) corresponds to such a case that the
inter-layer distance d is sufficiently large and the inter-layer Coulomb interaction is
negligibly small. On the other hand for the (1, 1, 4) state, the inter-layer Coulomb
interaction dominates over the intra-layer interaction. Though this situation does
not seem to be realized in samples in experiment so far, some interesting features of
solitons appear in this QHS as we shall see. The state (3, 3, 2) is in between.
Vortex solution (n1 = −1, n2 = −1) in the (3, 3, 2) state is given in Fig.2. The
picture shows that size of vortex is about four times of the magnetic length l0 =
1/
√
eB, and its form is quite similar to that in the single-layer system[9]. Meron
solutions (n1 = −1, n2 = 0) etc. are also given in Fig.2. It should be remarked that
the density in the lower layer increases at the center of the meron. It is a result of the
inter-layer Coulomb interaction. Size of the meron is about 4.5
√
2l0, and it is larger
than the vortex. Creation energies of vortex and merons are calculation from these
solutions and (3.26). We also show the numerical solutions of (−2, 0) and (−2,−1)
solitons in Fig.2.
Similarly, meron solution for (5, 5, 0) state is shown in Fig.3. As there is no inter-
layer interaction, the density in the lower layer is not influenced by the deviation of
density in the lower layer. Finally for the (1, 1, 4) state, meron solution in Fig.4 has
a long undulating tail because of the dominant inter-layer interaction.
From the above meron solutions, we can calculate normalized pseudospin vector
mˆ(x) = ~m(x)/|~m(x)|. Merons have a fractional topological charge in the O(3) space.
In the following section, we shall derive an effective field theory of solitons, and show
which field theory describes mˆ(x) and how the topological charge is related with
electric charge of solitons. As we see, the lowest Landau level projection plays a very
important role there.
Finally, we shall give wave functions corresponding to the topological solitons in
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the first-quantization language. For soliton of (n1, n2) type which is located at (w, w¯),
ΨS(z
↑; z↓;w) =
∏
i<j
(z↑i − z↑j )m
∏
i<j
(z↓i − z↓j )m
∏
i,j
(z↑i − z↓j )n
×∏
i
(z↑i − w)−n1
∏
i
(z↓i − w)−n2
× exp
(
− eB
4
(
∑ |z↑i |2 +∑ |z↓i |2)). (3.32)
4 Effective action of vortices and merons
In this section, we shall derive an effective field theory of topological solitons con-
sidered in Sec.3. At specific filling factor (2.9), these solitons are excitations of low
energies. Lowest Landau level condition is expressed in terms of topological current
of these solitons, as we shall see in later discussion.
We first prameterize the bosonized electron fields as follows[10],
ψσ = J
1/2
0 φ zσ,
φ = eiθ˜φv ∈ U(1), z = (z1 z2)t ∈ CP 1, (4.1)
where eiθ˜ is a regular part and φv is a topologically nontrivial part, which represents
vortex degrees of freedom. CP 1 variable zσ represents pseudospin degrees of freedom
and satisfies CP 1 condition
∑ |zσ|2 = 1, and ψσ is invariant under zσ → eiαzσ and
φ→ e−iαφ.
Substituting (4.1) into (2.1),
Lψ = −J0
[
φ¯∂0φ+ (z¯∂0z)− ia+0 − ia−0 (z¯σ3z)
]
− J0
2M
[
φ¯∂jφ+ z¯∂jz − i(a+j − eAj)− ia−j (z¯σ3z)
]
×
[
∂jφ¯ · φ+ ∂j z¯ · z + i(a+j − eAj) + ia−j (z¯σ3z)
]
+ Lz,
Lz = − J0
2M
[
Djz ·Djz + (z¯Djz)2
]
, (4.2)
where
Dµz = (∂µ − ia−µ σ3)z, (4.3)
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and we have neglected derivative terms of J0, for J0 is not a dynamical variable
4 and
its value is determined by LLL condition as we shall see. We have also neglected the
interaction term V [ψσ], which will be discussed later on.
We shall perform duality transformation[11]. First, we use the following identity;
e−
∫
dτd2xK
2
ϕjϕj =
∫
[DJ ]e−
∫
dτd2x( 1
2K
JjJj+iJjϕj). (4.4)
In the present case, K = ρ¯
M
and
ϕj = φ¯
∂j
i
φ+ z¯ · ∂j
i
z − (a+j − eAj)− a−j (z¯σ3z), (4.5)
and the Lagrangian L is expressed as
L = −J0
[
φ¯∂0φ+ (z¯∂0z)− ia+0 − ia−0 (z¯σ3z)
]
− 1
2K
~J · ~J − iJj
[
φ¯
∂j
i
φ+ z¯ · ∂j
i
z
]
+iJj(a
+
j − eAj) + iJja−j (z¯σ3z) + Lz + LCS. (4.6)
It is obvious that integration over θ˜ gives the divergentless condition
∂µJµ = 0. (4.7)
Solution to (4.7) is
Jµ =
1
2π
ǫµνλ∂νbλ. (4.8)
Substituting (4.8) into (4.6),
L = − 1
2π
ǫij∂ibj
[
φ¯v∂0φv + (z¯∂0z)− ia+0 − ia−0 (z¯σ3z)
]
− 1
2K
1
(2π)2
(∂0bj − ∂jb0)2 − i
2π
ǫij(∂0bi − ∂ib0)
[
φ¯v
∂j
i
φv + z¯ · ∂j
i
z
]
+
i
2π
ǫij(∂0bi − ∂ib0)(a+j − eAj + a−j (z¯σ3z)) + Lz + LCS. (4.9)
Next we integrate over b0 with the Coulomb gauge ∂jbj = 0. The form of the
integrand is the following,
− 1
2K
1
(2π)2
(∂jb0)
2 + ib0Φ,
Φ = − 1
2π
ǫij∂i
[
φ¯v
∂j
i
φv + z¯ · ∂j
i
z − (a+j − eAj)− a−j (z¯σ3z)
]
. (4.10)
4It is obvious that the term J
1/2
0 ∂0J
1/2
0 is total derivative
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Integration gives
∫
[Db0]e
∫
d3x[−C(∂jb0)2+ib0Φ] = e−
1
4
∫
Φ 1
C
∆−1Φ, (4.11)
where C = 1
2K(2pi)2
and
∫
Φ∆−1Φ = − 1
2π
∫
dτ
∫
d2xd2y Φ(x) ln |~x− ~y|Φ(y), (4.12)
∆−1(x) =
∫
d2k
(2π)2
eik·x
k2
. (4.13)
We furthermore integrate over the CS fields a+0 which gives the CS constraint,
ǫij∂ia
+
j = 2p|Ψ|2 = 2pJ0 =
p
π
ǫij∂ibj , (4.14)
and Φ is expressed as
Φ = − 1
2π
ǫij∂i
[
φ¯v
∂j
i
φv + z¯ · Dj
i
z − ( p
π
bj − eAj)
]
. (4.15)
Let us consider quantization of the field bj . Kinetic term is given as (∂0bj)
2
and a system is simply a harmonic oscillator with the following form of the action
L = x˙2+(x−a)2. We shall consider static configuration of solitons. Then, Largangian
of bj field, Lb, is given by
Lb = −C(∂0bj)2 − 1
4C
∫
d2yΦ(x, τ)∆−1(x− y)Φ(y, τ). (4.16)
It is convenient to take B(x) ≡ ǫij∂ibj as dynamical variable for quantization in stead
of bj(x) itself which is subject to the Coulomb gauge condition. The original field bj
is expressed in terms of B as
bi(x) = ǫij∂
x
j
∫
d2y∆−1(x− y)B(y). (4.17)
We shall introduce Fourier transformed variables as
bi(x) =
∫
d2q
(2π)2
eiq·xb˜i(q),
B(x) =
∫ d2q
(2π)2
eiq·xB˜(q), etc. (4.18)
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In terms of Fourier transformed fields,
∫
d2x (∂0bj)
2 =
∫
d2q
(2π)2
1
q2
∂0B˜(q)∂0B˜(−q),
∫
d2xd2yΦ(x)∆−1(x− y)Φ(y) =
∫ d2q
(2π)2
Φ˜(q)
1
q2
Φ˜(−q). (4.19)
Then, returning to the real-time formalism as t = −iτ , canonical conjugate variable
of B˜(q) is
ΠB(q) = C
2
(2π)2q2
∂tB˜(−q). (4.20)
Hamiltonian is given as
HB =
∫
d2q
[K
2
q2(2π)4ΠB(q)ΠB(−q) + K
2
Φ˜(q)
1
q2
Φ˜(−q)
]
, (4.21)
and
Φ˜(q) =
1
2π
1
ν
B˜(q) + · · ·. (4.22)
From (4.21) and (4.22), it is obvious that the ground state is the configuration which
satisfies Φ = 0 and excitation energies are given by Nωc, where N is the number of
excitations and ωc = eB/M .
Ground state condition Φ = 0 is nothing but the LLL condition, which is given as
follows[1],
Jv0 + J
S
0 −
2p
(2π)2
ǫij∂ibj +
e
2π
ǫij∂iAj = 0, (4.23)
where topological densities and currents are defined as
Jvµ =
1
2π
ǫµνλ∂ν
(
φ¯v
∂λ
i
φv
)
, (4.24)
JSµ =
1
2π
ǫµνλ∂ν
(
z¯
Dλ
i
z
)
. (4.25)
There is another U(1)⊗U(1) gauge-invariant topological current, which is defined as
J3µ =
1
2π
ǫµνλ∂ν
(
z¯σ3
D˜λ
i
z
)
, (4.26)
where D˜λ = ∂λ − i(a+λ − eAλ). This topological charge distinguishes between (−1, 0)
and (0,−1) merons.
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In the small-size or the long-distance limit of the topological solitons, the above
currents are given as
Jv0 (x) =
∑
α
qvαδ(x− xv,α),
Jvj (x) =
∑
α
qvαx˙
v,α
j δ(x− xv,α),
JS0 (x) =
∑
α
qSαδ(x− xS,α),
JSj (x) =
∑
α
qSα x˙
S,α
j δ(x− xS,α), (4.27)
where index α distinguishes solitons and qvα and q
S
α are topological charges of solitons,
i.e.,
qv = −1 for (−1,−1) vortex,
qS = −1
2
for (−1, 0), (0,−1) merons,
qS = +
1
2
for (1, 0), (0, 1) merons, (4.28)
and xv,α and xS,α are their coordinates. From (3.11), merons (1, 0) etc. do not exist
as a regular solution to the self-dual equation. This situation is similar to the single-
layer system, in which quasi-particle excitation does not exist as a regular solution.
However, these solitons must exist as low-energy excitations and their behavior away
from the center is described by (3.11).
The LLL condition (4.23) determines the density of electrons in terms of the
topological currents. For example from (4.14), the vortex (−1,−1) has charge νe and
the merons (−1, 0) and (0,−1) have charge νe
2
.
Here, a few remarks about the LLL condition are in order. The condition (4.23) is
correct for static configurations. For moving soliton, it is not so difficult to show that
there appears additional term which is proportional to ǫij∂i(J
v
j + J
S
j ). Existence of
this term, however, does not change the discussion on statistics of solitons, etc, given
below. For example, ∫
S0
d2x ǫij∂iJj =
∫
∂S0
Jjdxj , (4.29)
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where S0 is a domain and ∂S0 is its boundary. For sufficiently large domain whose
boundary is far away from solitons, the above integral is vanishingly small and there-
fore charge of solitons is determined solely by the topological density.
There is obviously an ambiguity in the decomposition (4.1), i.e., the bosonized
electron fields are invariant under the following transformation,
φ→ e−iϕφ, zσ → eiϕzσ, (4.30)
where the phase ϕ can have a nontrivial winding number. This singular transforma-
tion is allowed at the center of solitons with topological numbers n1 6= 0 and n2 6= 0,
as the amplitude J0 vanishes there. From the definition of the topological charges
(4.24) and (4.25),
Jv0 → Jv0 −
1
2π
ǫij∂i∂jϕ,
JS0 → JS0 +
1
2π
ǫij∂i∂jϕ. (4.31)
Therefore, the total topological charge is invariant under (4.30).
With the LLL condition (4.23), the Lagrangian is given as
L = − 1
2π
ǫij∂ibj
[
φ¯v∂0φv + (z¯∂0z)− ia−0 · (z¯σ3z)
]
− i
2π
ǫij∂0bi
[
φ¯v
∂j
i
φv + z¯ · ∂j
i
z
]
+
i
2π
ǫij∂0bi · (a+j − eAj) +
i
2π
ǫij∂0bi a
−
j · (z¯σ3z) + Lz + LCS(a−µ ). (4.32)
After some calculation, it is shown
1st+2nd+4th terms of (4.32) = −ibi · (Jvi + JSi ). (4.33)
On the other hand, the third term is evaluated as follows;
i
2π
ǫij∂0bi · (a+j − eAj) ⇒ −
i
2π
ǫijbi · ∂0(a+j − eAj). (4.34)
Let us denote Jˆµ = J
v
µ + J
S
µ . In the Coulomb gauge,
(a+j − eAj)(x) = 2π
∫
d2yǫjk∂
x
k∆
−1(x− y) Jˆ0(y). (4.35)
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By the conservation of the topological currents
∂µJˆµ = 0, (4.36)
ǫij∂0(a
+
j − eAj)(x) = −2π
∫
d2y∂xi∆
−1(x− y) ∂0Jˆ0(y)
= 2π
∫
d2y∂xi ∂
x
k∆
−1(x− y) · Jˆk(y). (4.37)
On the other hand,
bi(x) =
2π2
p
∫
d2yǫij∂
x
j∆
−1(x− y) · Jˆ0(y) + π
p
eAi(x). (4.38)
Then from (4.37) and (4.38)
∫
d2xbi(x)ǫij∂0(a
+
j − eAj)(x) =
2π2
p
∫
d2xd2yd2z
[
∂xi ∂
x
k∆
−1(x− z) · Jˆk(z)ǫij∂xj∆−1(x− y)
×Jˆ0(y)
]
+
π
p
∫
d2xd2zeAi(x)∂
x
i ∂
x
k∆
−1(x− z) · Jˆk(z)
= 0, (4.39)
where we have used the Coulomb gauge condition.
Therefore, the effective Lagrangian LE has the following final form;
LE = Lz + LCS(a−µ )− ibi · Jˆi. (4.40)
With the LLL condition (4.23), the term (4.33) is nothing but the Hopf term which
determines statistics of solitons[12]. For vortex with (−1,−1), Jvµ has charge −1.
It is not difficult to show that statistical parameter of that excitation coming from
the above Hopf term is πν, where the filling factor ν is given by ν = 2piρ¯
eB
= pi
p
. On
the other hand for merons (−1, 0) and (0,−1), JSµ has charge −1/2, and then the
statistical parameter from the Hopf term is πν(1
2
)2. The above results are consistent
with the discussion in terms of the Aharonov-Bohm effect in Sec.3, i.e., the Hopf term
in (4.40) gives the statistical parameter α+ in (3.30).
The above Hopf term also gives spin to solitons[12], which is consistent with the
spin-statistics relation. As we showed in Sec.3, merons in the present system have
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the extra terms both in their spin and statistical parameter, besides those coming
from the Hopf term. These terms come from the coupling with the CS field a−µ , as we
can see from (4.40) and the discussion in Sec.3. Actually recently, CS gauge theory,
which is a relativistic version of (4.40) without Hopf term, is studied[13]. There, it is
shown that solitons similar to those in the present system have a fractional spin and
also fractional statistics. We also studied topological solitons in the effective theory
(4.40) very recently[14] and found that the CS gauge field a−µ gives spin and statistical
parameter to merons which are consistent with the results in Sec.3.
In the following section, we shall consider the quantization of multi-soliton con-
figurations retaining only center coordinates of solitons. In that discussion, it will
become clear that the above Hopf term surely determines statistics of solitons.
5 Quantum mechanics of topological excitations
In the previous section, we have obtained the effective Lagrangian of topological
solitons (4.40) by the duality transformation. Also as we showed by the numerical
calculation in Sec.3, topological solitons have a finite size of order of the magnetic
length. Actually form of the meron is determined by the terms Lz +LCS(a−µ ) in LE,
and long-wave-length properties of topological excitations are determined by the term
bi · Jˆi. Especially, by using the topological currents in the form of the small-size limit
(4.27), one can easily obtain an effective Largangian of multi-soliton system from
bi · Jˆi, which retaines only coordinates of solitons as collective coordinates.
The LLL condition is solved as (4.38). It is not so difficult to calculate the long-
distance limit of the term bi · Jˆi,
∫
d2xbi(x) · Jˆi(x) = πρ¯ǫij
(∑
α
qvαx˙
v,α
i x
v,α
j +
∑
α
qSα x˙
S,α
i x
S,α
j
)
−ν
( ∑
α6=β
qvαq
v
βǫij x˙
v,α
i
(xv,α − xv,β)j
(xv,α − xv,β)2 +
∑
α,β
qSαq
v
βǫij x˙
S,α
i
(xS,α − xv,β)j
(xS,α − xv,β)2
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+
∑
α,β
qvαq
S
β ǫij x˙
v,α
i
(xv,α − xS,β)j
(xv,α − xS,β)2 +
∑
α6=β
qSαq
S
β ǫij x˙
S,α
i
(xS,α − xS,β)j
(xS,α − xS,β)2
)
.
(5.1)
It is obvious that the terms proportional to ν in (5.1) determine the statistics of
solitons, because they are rewritten as5
∑
α,β
d
dt
θ(xα − xβ), (5.2)
where θ(x) = arctan
(
x2
x1
)
. In the path-integral formalism, this statistical term gives
nontrivial contribution when world lines of two particles entwine each other. As
we briefly mentioned in Sec.2 and Sec.3, similar terms appear from the coupling of
solitons with the CS gauge field a−µ .
Anyonic properties of topological excitations plays an important role, for exam-
ple, for hierarchical structure of the FQHE. Anyonic vortices and merons can be
expressed in terms of boson fields with CS flux attached. At specific filling factors,
these bosonized anyons can Bose condense, as the bosonized electrons. These states
correspond to daughter states of the FQHE, and it is interesting to compare theoret-
ical prediction of filling fractions of the FQHS with experimental observations[15].
In this section, we shall study quantum system of quasi-excitations in the FHQS.
The first term of (5.1) determines canonical commutation relations (CCR) of soliton
coordinates. Generally, the quantum system of anyons, whose Lagrangian is given by
(5.1), is very difficult to solve. Therefore, we shall mostly concentrate on two-particle
systems in the rest of discussion. In specific but physically interesting cases of two-
particle systems, it can be shown that the statistical terms can be ignored in the first
approximation, as we discuss later on. On the other hand, we shall take into account
interactions between solitons.
Returnning to the real-time formalism, the Lagrangian of the multi-soliton system
5It should be remarked that in the present system, the size of solitons or the magnetic length
itself plays a role of short-distance cutoff.
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is given as,
Lsoliton = −πρ¯ǫij
(∑
α
qvαx˙
v,α
i x
v,α
j +
∑
α
qSα x˙
S,α
i x
S,α
j
)
−∑
α
(
D(qvα) +D(q
S
α)
)
− ∑
ω,ω′=v,S
∑
α,β
(eν)2qωαq
ω′
β W (x
ω,α − xω′,β),(5.3)
where D(qvα) = Dv and D(q
S
α) = Dm are energies to create the vortex and the meron,
respectively (see (3.26)), and W (xω,α − xω′,β) is the Coulomb interactions between
solitons. From (5.3), the CCR ’s among soliton coordinates are given as[16],
[xv,αi , x
v,β
j ] = −i
ǫij
2πρ¯qvα
δαβ,
[xv,αi , x
S,β
j ] = 0,
[xS,αi , x
S,β
j ] = −i
ǫij
2πρ¯qSα
δαβ. (5.4)
Here we have neglected the statistical terms. After obtaining quantum mechani-
cal states of two-particle systems, we shall give plausible argument supporting this
approximation. From (5.4), conjugate momentum of xi is ǫijxj . This obviously cor-
responds to the cyclotron motion in the classical picture. From this fact, dispersion
relation of a pair of solitons is, in some cases, obtained quite easily.
Actually concerning vortices, the Lagrangian (5.3) has a similar structure with
that of vortices in the single-layer system. It is rather straightforward to show that
a vortex-antivortex pair, which are separated with each other more than the magetic
length, form a magneto-roton excitation. Its dispersion relation is given as[11]
E(pt) = 2Dv − ν
3e2
ptl
2
0
, (5.5)
where pt is the eigenvalue of the total momentum. This result is obtained by ignoring
the statistical terms, but is in qualitative agreement with the results of the exact
diagonalization[17].
Similar relation is obtained for a pair of merons. However, there is a very im-
portant effect which we have to take into account in the DL electron systems, i.e.,
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inter-layer tunneling. Hamiltonian of the inter-layer tunneling is given as,
HT = −∆SAS
(
ψ¯↑ψ↓ + ψ¯↓ψ↑
)
= −∆SAS
(
Ψ¯σ1Ψ
)
, (5.6)
where ∆SAS is the energy splitting between symmetric and anti-symmetric states
with respect to the pseudospin index.6
In terms of the parametrization (4.1),
HT = −∆SASJ0(z¯σ1z), (5.7)
and therefore it is obvious that HT gives an linear attractive confining force between
(−1, 0)− (0,−1) pair, (−1, 0)− (1, 0) pair, etc., see Fig.5.
Let us first consider a pair of (−1, 0) and (1, 0) merons, whose coordinates are
(x1, y1) and (x2, y2), respectively. From (5.4), the nonvanishing CCR’s are
[x1, y1] = iR, [x2, y2] = −iR, R ≡ 2l
2
0
ν
. (5.8)
Introducing the center of mass and relative coordinates as X = 1
2
(x1 + x2), Y =
1
2
(y1 + y2), x = x1 − x2 and y = y1 − y2, the CCR’ are
[X, y] = iR, [Y, x] = −iR. (5.9)
From (5.9), it is obvious that Y = Rpˆx and y = RpˆX , where pˆx and pˆX are relative
and total momentum operators, respectively. On the other hand, potential energy of
this system is give as
V1(r12) = −
(eν
2
)2 1
r12
+ T1r12, (5.10)
6Strictly speaking, the tunneling term (5.6) should be written in terms of the original fermionic
electron operators. As a result, an extra factor like exp(2iσ2
∫ x
a−j dxj) appears. This factor is
important to preserve the gauge symmetry. However, results of the later discussion are not affected
by this factor.
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where r12 = |~r1 − ~r2| and tension T1 ∝ ∆SAS. If the total momentum of the pair is
directed to the x-axis with magnitude pˆX = pX , the energy is given as
E(pX) = 2Dm −
(eν
2
)2 ν
2l20
1
pX
+
2T1l
2
0
ν
pX . (5.11)
The above dispersion is correct for r12 > l0 and pX > l0/R. Therefore, (−1, 0)− (1, 0)
meron pair also has magneto-roton dispersion. However, in contrast with the vortex-
antivortex pair, its energy increase linearly with total momentum.
Let us turn to the (−1, 0)− (0,−1) meron pair. Nontrivial CCR’s are
[x1, y1] = iR, [x2, y2] = iR. (5.12)
From (5.12),
[X, Y ] =
i
2
R, [x, y] = 2iR. (5.13)
In terms of the complex coordinates ξ = x+ iy, [ξ¯, ξ] = −4R, or by introducing radial
and angle coordinates as ξ = reiϕ, the CCR is [r2, ϕ] = −4iR. Energy of this system
is given as
E(r) = 2Dm +
(eν
2
)21
r
+ T2r, (5.14)
where again T2 ∝ ∆SAS. It is obvious that merons are rotating around the center
of mass with a fixed radius. The minimum of the energy is located at rm =
eν
2
1√
T2
.
Furthermore at long distance, meron pairs (−1, 0)− (0,−1) and (1, 0)− (0, 1) behave
as vortices (−1,−1) and (1, 1), respectively.
There are classical pictures corresponding to the above eigenstates of (−1, 0) −
(1, 0) and (−1, 0)− (0,−1) meron pairs. They are given in Fig.6. Merons are in the
external magnetic field and also have electric charge propotional to their topological
charge. Therefore, the Lorentz force works for them, as shown by the first and second
terms in (5.3). This Lorentz force for merons is balanced by the Coulomb and the
confining linear potentials between merons in a pair. Therefore, (−1, 0)−(1, 0) meron
pair moves with a constant velocity and a constant relative position. On the other
hand in (−1, 0)−(0,−1) pair, each meron rotates around the center of mass coordinate
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with a constant cyclotron velocity. These classical pictures support the approximation
which ignores the statistical terms. For (−1, 0)−(1, 0) meron pair, the angle θ(~r1−~r2)
is a constant of motion in the classical limit and then d
dt
θ(~r1 − ~r2) = 0. In the
path-intergal formalism, paths close to the classical path dominate. Furthermore,
the statistical term is invariant under continuous deformations of path. Therefore
for dominant paths, the statistical term does not contribute to the path integral in
the present case. We think that this is the reasion why the dispersion relation of
vortex pair in the single-layer case given by (5.5) is, at least, qualitatively correct[17].
Similarly for (−1, 0)−(0,−1) meron pair, θ(~r1−~r2) ∝ t in the classical picture, and the
statistical term gives only irrelevant effects. Therefore quantum states of meron pairs
which we obtained in the present discussion are consistent with the approximation
which neglects the statistical terms. We hope that results of exact diagonalization of
the double-layer systems support out results.
Here however it should be remarked that in the derivation of the Lagrangian of
soliton (5.3), rotation of solitons etc. have not been taken into account, and therefore
additional terms like (x˙ω,αi )
2, x˙ω,αi x¨
ω,α
i , etc. must appear as higher-derivative terms
in the effective theory of solitons, if we consider effects of them. For exmple, the
additional term in the LLL condition ǫij∂iJˆj induces terms like (x˙
ω,α
i )
2. This situation
always happens in deriving an effective theory of topological objects with finite size,
and most of cases low-energy behavior of these objects is well-described by the low-
derivative model like (5.3), though many ideas have been proposed for modification of
that. Especially for constant motion of (−1, 0)− (1, 0) meron pair, higher-derivative
terms can be legitimately ignored.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed topological excitations in the CS gauge theory with
complex boson fields, which describes DL FQHE. There are two types of topological
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excitations in the LLL. The one is the vortices which have a nontrivial U(1) winding
number in the common phase factor of both pseudospin up and down electron fields.
They are quite similar to the vortex of quasi-hole in the single-layer system. The
others are the merons which are pseudospin textures and have a nontrivial SU(2)
winding number.
We first give qualitative arguments about these excitations and then numerical
solutions. We derived an effective low-energy theory for them by using duality trans-
formation and the LLL condition. It is shown that pseudospin textures are described
by the CP 1 nonlinear σ-model with a CS gauge interaction and a Hopf term. The
Hopf term determines statistical parameters of vortices and merons, and the result
is consistent with that given by the argument through the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
We also consider quantum system of multi-soliton configuration by retaining only
center coordinates of solitons. Lagrangian of this quantum system is obtained from
the effective low-energy Lagrangian of solitons. We took into account the effects of
inter-layer tunneling, and determined energy spectrum of meron pairs. It is quite
interesting to observe these excitations by experiment. Detailed study of dynamical
properties of topological excitations is under study and results will be reported in
future publications.
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Figure Captions
Fig.1: Configurations of pseudospin vector of merons. Obviously, topological
charges of them are fractional.
Fig.2: Numerical solutions of vortex, merons, etc., in (3, 3, 2) state of the DL
FQHE. In both upper and lower layers, charge densities have nontrivial behavior.
This is a result of inter-layer Coulomb interaction.
Fig.3: Meron solution in the (5, 5, 0) state. There are no correlations between
upper and lower layers.
Fig.4: Vortex and merons in the (1, 1, 4) state. Merons have a long undulating
tail because of the dominant inter-layer Coulomb interaction.
Fig.5: Typical configuration of the (−1, 0)− (0,−1) meron pair in the presence of
the inter-layer tunneling. In the region between two merons, direction of pseudospins
is reversed, and there is a confining linear potential between merons.
Fig.6: Corresponding classical pictures for systems of meron pairs. Lorentz force
is balanced by the Coulomb and the linear interactions.
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(a) (-1,0)meron
(b) (0,-1)meron
Figure 1: Congurations of pseudospin vector of merons. Obviously, topological
charges of them are fractional.
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Figure 2: Numerical solutions of vortex, merons, etc., in(3,3,2) state of the
DL FQHE. In both upper and lower layers, charge densities have nontrivial
behavior. This is a result of inter-layer Coulomb interaction.
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Figure 3: Meron solution in the (5,5,0) state. There are no correlations between
upper and lower layers.
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Figure 4: Vortex and merons in the (1,1,4) state. Merons have a long undulating
tail because of the dominant inter-layer Coulomb interaction.
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Figure 5: Typical conguration of the (-1,0)-(0,-1) meron pair in the presence
of the inter-layer tunneling. In the region between two merons, direction of
pseudospins is reversed, and there is a conning linear potential between merons.
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Figure 6: Corresponding classical pictures of the systems of merom pairs.
Lorentz force is balanced by the Coulomb and the linear interaction.
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